Abstract-A local navigation algorithm for mobile robots is proposed that combines rule-based and neural network approaches. First, the extended virtual force field (EVFF), an extension of the conventional virtual force field (VFF), implements a rule base under the potential field concept. Second, the neural network performs fusion of the three primitive behaviors generated by EVFF. Finally, evolutionary programming is used to optimize the weights of the neural network with an arbitrary form of objective function. Furthermore, a multinetwork version of the fusion neural network has been proposed that lends itself to not only an efficient architecture but also a greatly enhanced generalization capability. Herein, the global path environment has been classified into a number of basic local path environments to which each module has been optimized with higher resolution and better generalization. These techniques have been verified through computer simulation under a collection of complex and varying environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
The virtual force field (VFF) approach [1] , [2] is one of the classical heuristic approaches to local navigation assuming no global maps of the navigation environment. This is a kind of behavior-based control paradigm [3] , [4] in which the primitive behaviors, such as goal seeking and obstacle avoidance, are mutually coordinated to execute a certain task. Herein, each behavior is defined as a stimulus-action pair [4] . On the other side, evolutionary robotics [5] - [9] is gaining increased attention, which consists of a coordinated collection of simple modules exhibiting emergent intelligent behaviors.
In this paper, the VFF method is extended to include free-space behavior as the third component. Each of the three forces may be considered as three basic behaviors: 1) obstacle avoidance; 2) goal-seeking; and 3) free-space attraction. There are two basic routes to generate overall behavior from these component behaviors. Cooperative fusion [4] takes a linear combination of these behaviors, while competitive fusion selects only one of the behaviors at a time. While this extended virtual force field (EVFF) method can solve the local minimum problems of cooperative fusion in most cases, it still may run into local minima in special environments such as U-shaped objects or narrow channels along the path. To circumvent this, a neural network is used for behavioral fusion [10] - [12] and further, its weights are trained utilizing evolutionary programming (EP) [6] so that any desired cost function may be optimized. Finally, the global environment is classified into a number of basic local environments [13] to which each of the above behavior modules has been optimized. This modular approach [14] , [15] lends itself to better generalization of the navigation algorithm.
II. EXTENDED VIRTUAL FORCE FIELD METHOD
The VFF method in Fig. 1 , a variant of the potential-field method [1] , [2] , determines mobile robot's speed according to the vector sum of two component forces: 1) goal seeking and 2) obstacle avoidance. The magnitude of the repulsive force F vr is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the robot and the obstacle. A slight modification is made in our own definition so that the repulsive force decreases as the distance increases (1)
where i angle between the ith sensor and the obstacle; d i distance to the obstacle for the ith sensor;
ex; ey unit vector along x; y axes.
Next, the goal attractive force is 
Fca force constant; g robot-to-goal orientation; x g ; y g goal coordinates.
Then, the resultant force vector F becomes F = Fa + Fr: (6) However, using only attractive and repulsive forces makes the robot vulnerable to becoming trapped in local minima. The motivation behind the EVFF method is to avoid three local traps by adding the free force F f as the third virtual force component. This point is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The free-space force in Fig. 2(b) local minima. F f is computed from ultrasonic sensor readings and goal orientation. First, the group of eight sensors used in our experiment is partitioned into six overlapping subgroups of three sensors for each, as shown in Fig. 3 . The basic idea behind sensor grouping is that the free direction is toward the sensor group with maximum average distance to the obstacle. The averaging is needed to find as wide an open space as possible and further to make it robust to sensor noise. Then, the subgroup with the maximum average distance to the obstacle becomes the direction of the free space. In case of multiple maxima, the subgroup lying in closest direction to the goal is chosen.
Thus, the resultant force in EVFF becomes 
III. NEURAL-NETWORK-BASED BEHAVIORAL FUSION WITH EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAMMING WEIGHT OPTIMIZATION
As mentioned, EVFF still suffers from the local traps in difficult situations. Therefore, each of the three force components is multiplied by proper gains before being added as follows:
where 0 < < 1 and 0 < < 1. Fig. 4 shows the overall architecture. The eight sensor readings and goal orientation are input to the EVFF block, which then computes the three virtual force components and combines them through proper gains into the resultant force, from which the steering and velocity commands are derived. The coefficients , provide the weights for the attractive and repulsive force components and are obtained as output of a single layer perceptron [11] feeding on the sensory data and the goal direction relative to the robot. The weights of this single-layer perception are optimized through EP [6] since the cost function is highly complex and not differentiable with respect to the weights. The cost function used in this research will be explained next.
A. Optimal Gain Learning Through Evolutionary Programming
The objective in gain tuning via a neural network is to determine the optimal values for and , which we achieve obstacle avoidance and goal seeking without being trapped at local minima, and do this in the shortest possible time. Of course, some of these individual objectives may be in conflict and some suitable weights representing their relative importance must be selected. After fixing the start and goal positions in a rather complex environment, EP is executed regarding the current neural weights as an individual, using the cost function calculated over the robot's trajectory [5] , [6] . EP for neural weight learning uses the following self-adaptive mutation rule [6] : The input to the neural network consists of [S S S(t); S S S(t02); S S S(t04)], where S S S(t) are the 24 sensor readings at time t. The reason for using the sensor history data is to look at the local navigation history in order to derive better commands. History of the ultrasonic readings is used as input to the neural network to reflect the local path (not just a point in the path) followed by the robot. This history data constitute the dynamic state of the robot and provide contextual information. This history information allows a different control command to be offered at a given time, even for the same value of current sensor readings depending on what the past readings were. This way, more optimal path planning is possible. Next, we come to the question of how far into the 2); S S S(t 0 4)] empirically. These values were selected after experimenting with two to five moments in time of the sensory values. Hence, this is not an optimal combination and it may be possible to find a better combination of past histories.
B. Definition of Cost Functions
The definition of cost is a very important problem in any optimization [5] , [6] . The most important concern is to complete the mission without becoming trapped at local minima. This comprises the first term of the cost, represented by lm. Next, it must do so without collision. co stands for collision occurrence and defines a penalty function that degrades performance in the event of a collision with an obstacle. Third, in order to reduce the chance of collision, it is better to maximize the minimum obstacle clearance (oc) for safety margin. Fourth, the steering angle change (sc) must also be minimized for smoother motion. Last, it is better to run with minimum path length (pathlen). ; if k1 < Min i Si < k2, 500;
if Min i Si < k1. (13) sc(t) =j(t) 0 (t 0 1)j; (t) = steering angle (14) pathlen = t 1l(t);
The relative weights Q 1 Q 5 have been chosen subjectively after many navigation experiments in various environments. The assigned weights of the cost function reflect the relative penalty for each cost component. The weights Q 1 , Q 2 for [lm and co] were chosen very high to heavily discourage the occurrence of a local trap or collision. This high value was normalized to 1.0 while the remaining weights Q 3 Q 5 may be properly selected according to a subjective judgment upon the importance of obstacle clearance, path smoothness, and total tour length for a good navigator.
IV. MULTINETWORK FUSION ARCHITECTURE
The EP-optimized EVFF enables the robot to move from start to goal in a given environment. However, if the environment changes greatly and/or the starting location changes, then the original gains must be further optimized for a new situation. Therefore, the navigation environment may be segmented into a local region within which optimization is performed in a fine-grain mode [14] , [15] . After this local optimization process, the navigator will recognize each situation in real time as belonging to one of the pretrained small regions and then read out the proper network weights [8] , [12] . This will increase the algorithm's robustness as well as its generalization capacity. The important issue to this end is how to classify the local situations encountered during navigation.
A. Modular Network Using Manual Environment Classification
The exact form of the force equation used in VFF has a large influence upon the navigation performance. It may even be better to change the form of the equation as a function of the environment. Therefore, we formulated the basic force equation as a summation of the three force components and then adjusted the relative contribution of each component by controlling , which is the gain term for the repulsive force. This gain term is generated by a neural network looking at the local environment as its input. Since the cost function representing the robot performance is discrete and nonlinear as a function of the neural network weights and the dynamic model of the robot, EP has to be used to train these weights. In this section, two classes of situations are considered in which the performance is quite sensitive to the gain.
The sensor information alone is not unique to the situation classification. Consider two situations in Fig. 5(a) and (b) without controllable values of , . The sensory patterns at the entrances of a U-shape obstacle and a narrow corridor are identical as shown in Fig. 5 . However, in front of a U-shape local minimum, the robot needs to be discouraged from entering it by increasing and, therefore, the repulsive force. In contrast, in front of a narrow corridor, the robot needs to be encouraged to pass through by decreasing or the repulsive force. In order for the robot to move in a desired direction, the attractive force and repulsive force must have a substantial difference in magnitude despite their directions being the same. Notice that the free-space force is identical.
Therefore, in case of local trap in Fig. 5(a) , , the coefficient multiplying the attractive force, must be small while , the coefficient multiplying the repulsive force, must be as large as possible. On the contrary, in the case of a narrow path in Fig. 5(b) , must be large while must be small. The results in Fig. 5 (c) and (d) are obtained using these controllable values of , for better performance. A pragmatic alternative will be to localize the optimized EVFF to each situation and adopt a module selection network, which will classify the situation at hand as shown in Fig. 6 .
This single-layer network will look at the goal direction g as well as the sensor values in order to distinguish the two different cases in Fig. 6 . Simple module selection network, which is trained by manual classification of the environment. Fig. 5 . After each module has been optimized for its domain of expertise of the sensory situations, they will be combined with the module selection network so that the architecture can cope with a multitude of environments.
B. Modular Network Using Automatic Environment Classification by Clustering
A single network cannot be trained to be a good controller for all the various environments. This is why we proposed a modular neural network. In this approach, an environment represented by the sensory patterns is classified into five prototype local environments for each of which a neural network is to be trained. The details of the five environments are explained in Section V-C. The training data for clustering was obtained by navigating a robot through a variety of obstacle environments. Although we do not claim these five prototypes are complete, relegation to the closest prototype seems to work well for navigation purposes even for other environments not included in the cluster set.
In this section, the various sensing patterns encountered along the way are classified or clustered into many local environments, which include the local minimum and narrow passage situations dealt with previously. Then, each behavior module is trained only for the corresponding local environment and a different permutation of these local environments can generate a great variety of navigation paths. Thus, this modular approach can adapt better to different environments than the monolithic case. The input to the clustering neural network is a quantized version of each sensor reading so that some of the details will be filtered out to group similar environments. Sensor values are quantized before they are input to the environment classification network in order to facilitate clustering by reducing the amount of variation of the raw sensor patterns and also to allow a well-defined boundary between clusters. The level of quantization was determined heuristically (trial and error) and has a great influence upon the navigation performance.
The environment classification network used in this research is a simple adaptive-resonance-theory-like network implementing the follow-the-leader clustering [13] . This is a simple clustering method where you start with an initial cluster which is just the first selected training pattern. When the second pattern enters, two things may happen. If its distance to the first cluster center exceeds a threshold, then a new cluster center is created. Otherwise, it is assigned as a new member to an existing cluster.
After training, the classification network looks at the sensory input representing the current local environment and determines the closest prototype environment. The index of this prototype then enables the output of the corresponding neural network module to act as the two gain terms and , for the goal-attractive and obstacle-repulsive components, respectively, of the EVFF computation module. This overall scheme is illustrated in Fig. 7 . 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The following are the basic assumptions underlying the series of experiments.
1) The mobile robot can only move forward.
2) No sensor noise is assumed for simulation.
3) Only static obstacles are considered.
4) The locations of the goal and the robot are assumed to be known all the time. 5) There is no prior information regarding the environmental map.
6) The size of the navigation environment is confined to 600 2 450 pixels.
A. Evolutionary Programming Optimization of Variable-Gain Extended Virtual Force Field
The variable-gain EVFF is more useful in that it can adjust its behavior gains , to meet various objectives of interest-namely, local trap circumvention while avoiding obstacles. The use of EP is ideal for this difficult optimization problem. The population size was 30, while the tournament size for selection was 20. The initial range for x was 01 xi 1, for all i, and i(0) = 0:06667 (=dynamic range of x/population size). Fig. 8 shows not only the total cost, but also the The reason that the path length does not change much compared to the other ones is that its weight is very small, i.e., a short path length was preferred only after the assumption of no collision and smooth motion in this experiment. Fig. 9 shows the actual paths taken at six designated points of Fig. 8 and demonstrates that the robot evolves itself into a short smooth path with good obstacle clearance.
B. Enhanced Generalization Using a Two Module Fusion Network Architecture
A rather difficult environment consisting of the U-shaped obstacle or the very narrow channels explained in Fig. 5 (Section IV) has been used to demonstrate the generalization capability of the multinetwork architecture. Fig. 10(a) shows the result using only Module 1, which has been trained only in environments with many narrow channels to pass through, but with no U-shapes. It demonstrates that the robot could collide into the obstacle since the repulsive gain has evolved into a small value. However, the reverse situation is depicted in Fig. 10(b) using Module 2. Although there is no collision, the clearance is not very good. Finally, Fig. 11 shows the modular scheme in which is increased for the U-shape but decreased for the narrow channels in order to achieve the low overall cost. Fig. 12 shows the individual costs of the three methods described above. It shows the cost of module 1 is very high due to collision. Obviously, Module (1 + 2) can recognize and adapt to different situations by selecting gains that have been optimized for each situation in order to reduce the overall cost. The same strategy parameters of EP were used as in Section V-A. Some statistics on the experiments follow. After 30 generations of evolution, a reasonably optimal path has been found. At the initial generation, 30% of the individuals either became locally trapped or collided with an obstacle. 50% did not reach the goal within a specified time limit. As evolution proceeds, these portions changed to less than 10% and 30%, respectively. The remaining 60% reached the goal in time, with some of these being the optimal trajectory. It took about four hours of evolution on a PC using a simulated robot and this would have taken longer to apply evolution to a real robot.
C. Multinetwork Architecture Using Environment Classification By Clustering
Section V-B showed the advantages of using modular networks for behavioral fusion in order to adapt to different situations. In this section, automatic clustering of widely varying environments is performed so that the modular approach can achieve better generalization over widely varying environments. The input to the classification network consists of the quantized sensory patterns as shown in Fig. 13 where, MSR stands for maximum sensing range. Fig. 14 shows the five prototypes for clusters representing five local environments ranging from (a) a wide corridor, (b) U-shape, (c) narrow corridor, (d) right wall, and (e) left wall. Five neural network modules were trained using EP under these five sensory situations and then a proper sequence of these modules were called in to match the local environments encountered to navigate from the start to the goal positions, as shown in Fig. 15 . 
VI. DISCUSSION
Local navigation, by definition, cannot generate an optimal trajectory generally because no map information is available. The robot only knows where it is and where the goal is. However, even local navigation may generate a near-optimal trajectory if several local neural networks are trained to be local experts optimized for a group of local environments. The neural network will generate , with its weights optimized to meet an objective function (defined in the paper). In summary, the proposed local navigation algorithm represents a reasonably optimal trajectory without any prior map information.
Many researchers utilize EP to design and train neural networks or fuzzy logic systems. This is due to the difficulty of modeling the mobile robot dynamics under various environments. However, backpropagation learning is helpless without an exact model of the robot since the robot performance depends on it. Furthermore, the optimality of a global path, obtained by a concatenation of the local paths to be decided upon at each instant of time, can only be determined after the completion of navigation. This is why supervised learning cannot be used for this application. Finally, EP allows the use of any cost function which sometimes cannot be expressed mathematically in terms of the unknown parameters.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A new algorithm for safe and fast navigation to a given goal has been proposed in a completely unknown environment. An EVFF scheme with a neural network generated gains and an EP optimization of the weights to satisfy a cost constraint lends itself to a very flexible structure that can cope with various environments with good generalization. However, the local weights optimized around a local situation may not be always suitable for global navigation.
Therefore, the navigation environment has been classified into a certain number of classes and local optimization within the class has been attempted. The outcome is a modular EVFF approach in which many local EVFFs are defined and optimized locally. A module selection network looks at the current situation and determines the most suitable module to carry out the local task at a given time and the sequence of these selected modules performs global navigation. This way, the algorithm can adapt to a great variety of environments with a unified architecture. All these have been verified via simulation.
Future work still remains. The proposed algorithm needs to be recombed out to cover the dynamic obstacle environment. In case of a drastic change of environment, reoptimization may be needed. Thus, an online optimization algorithm has been investigated. Map building is the next step so that the knowledge can be accumulated along the way. Finally, the goal has to be specified via its absolute position assuming accurate dead reckoning but eventually vision-based homing would be more desirable.
